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About This Content

A top secret government communications facility responsible for intercepting and decoding the enemy’s transmissions has gone
radio-silent. In a desperate attempt to turn the tides of the secret war, Special Agent Carter and his squad must investigate the

incident, eliminate any threats, and make contact with personnel in order to bring the facility back online and make sense of the
mysterious code.
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developers doing nothing but just posting videos about tricks!. My Grandfather smoked his whole life. I was about 10 years old
when my mother said to him, "if you ever want to see your grandchildren graduate, you have to stop immediately.". Tears welled
up in his eyes when he realized what exactly was at stake. He gave it up immediately. Three years later he died of lung cancer. It
was really sad and destroyed me. My mother said to me - "Don't ever smoke. Please don't put your family through what your
Grandfather put us through." I agreed. At 17, I have never touched a cigarette. I must say, I feel a very slight sense of regret for
never having done it, because this game gave me cancer anyways.. OH BOY. I really hoped to not write this... But here we go.

I will write this with the most open mind I can muster without going braindead.

To put thing aside; No, I do NOT care about Graphics. I love any game as long as it's made good, or has a good storyline. Does
this game fall in those both categories? It does not. Sadly.

I bought the game around nearly two years ago. I bought it because it seemed interesting, I wanted something fresh. What did I
get? Broken game, nearly no content, AI was nonexistant, guns didn't even work at this point of the game, all I did was walk
around at areas and it lagged my PC, HARD. (Keep in mind that I have a PC capable of running high-demanding games around
High/Ultra. Are you gonna blame it on my PC? Probably. If not, then I will be impressed.)

Anyways... I thought "Okay... I just recently bought it and it just came out a few months on Steam after I bought it, I give him a
slack and write nothing, and keep the game, and see where it goes.".... So I waited, weeks turned to months, months to... Well,
nearly two years. I reinstalled it, and started the game back up again, to make sure I get everything.... What did I get after nearly
waiting two years? The same thing as before.... Well, atleast he got the guns working, but other than that, everything was the
same.

What will I do now? Of course say what I have in my mind about the game, so here we go. (Oh boy, I haven't even started my
review and I already wrote a lot.)

To begin with; I will copypaste what his "Early Access" reasonings are and then explain what I think about it.

'Why Early Access?'

“I chose Early Access to gather feedback from the community to help push the game further into a more polished state,
to help bring out a polished, content-packed full release. This Early Access copy does not represent the final product.
You will experience bugs that I intend to kill, and so on. You've been warned. If you feel let-down with the current state
of the game, please feel free to get in contact with me and address any glaring issues you see with the game, and I will
happily listen. I encourage you to refund if you feel let-down as well. No hard feelings.”

Well, I already see a few errors, I will NOT Talk about the developer, but the game itself.

"I chose Early Access to gather feedback from the community to help push the game further into a more polished
state"; This right there, is a total lie. Two years after the release, and yet the game is as unpolished as it was released to us on a
silver-plate. I do understand that school and work can get in the way, and that windows can delete your stuff via updating, but
this is no excuse. If windows deletes your files, it is your fault for not saving them in the first place, if school is in the way, it is
your fault for starting whatever you were doing, too early. I even lost my savestate on Stardew Valley, after my PC deleted all
my folders, because of an update, because I haven't saved them on an USB Stick, but I do not blame Windows, I blame myself
for being stupid.

Anyways, point is, blaming stuff for ruining it, and hoping that everyone will believe it will not get any Dev far in the gaming
life, and this is the only time I WILL be talking about the Developer. (Kind of breaking a rule I made, sorry!), But yeah. This is
no excuse.

'How long will the game be in Early Access?'

“Full Release is planned for around the middle of 2017.”
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One word, good luck on that, you passed your deadmark half year ago already; This is no complaint to me, but it is frustrating to
see this without a change, even after the latest update being half year ago.

'What's the current state of the game?'

“If I were to give a percentage, I'd say around 75%. I started development in August 2015. Due to a hard drive failure
in mid-2016, all files were lost on all hard drives on my PC. I started development again in October 2016, and released
the new game on December 16, 2016.”

I know this is an old post, but even so, if this game is already 75% done, I fear how it will look when it's fully done, when the
game itself looks already barren with nothing in it; Let's do a 'Simulation' shall we? Guy A and Guy B want the game. Guy A
buys the game so Guy B can watch, and he sees the game is 75% is done. Guy B and A are hyped how the game will be, only to
be greeted with nothing but nearly barren land, just enemies with near to no AI, few weaponries, no idea where to go but
around, and kill stuff that kills other stuff, and it's just a 'Oh, you hit me? Let me hit you back!'-scenario. Both Guy A and B are
displeased, not to add that the game has been in development for 2 years, luckily for Guy B, he knows now NOT to buy the
game, whilst Guy A will get a refund.

Does this sound... Pleasing for a game? I wouldn't think that it does.

Now for MY Word on it, and MY view of the game;

Is it a good game?

On paper, heck yeah! But how it's done right now? No, it's just a mess. Which is sad.

Would I recommend it?

I got a few laughs because of how '♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥' the AI is, but after the laughter is gone from it, the game becomes mundane
in just a few minutes, there's nothing to capture your attention. Unless a person wants to waste money on a game that gets boring
quickly, I would say; No, I wouldn't recommend it anyone.

Did I EVER give feedback to the game?

Yes, I did, multiple times even! How did it end up? I felt ignored, fully ignored by the Developer, and sometimes even bashed at
by the Developer, for saying "Hey, there's a glitch, where if you walk there, you fall and die. Just wanted to makre sure you
know. Bye!". I understand stress but this is just ridiculous.

Do I want my cash back from this game?

I might be a retard to everyone for saying this, but, No. Why? I want to developer to keep my cash, so he atleast can BELIEVE
that somebody here, is still hoping for a good game, and I am. I am very hoping that this guy comes out of his hiding hole and
finishes this game to what we were promised.

Will I give it a try again?

Absolutely... If it gets an update that is.

The game hasn't been updated for about half year now, and if updates are going to only come out every half to a year's time...
Then I will consider to not try it until atleast a few updates came out, adding more content and bug fixing.

How much would I rate it?
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Right now, I find it unfair towards the Developer to rate the game with ANY number as of right now, the game is an Early
Access, and I find it unfair if an Early Access game is rated poorly, only because of a few bugs or glitches, so how will I do it? I
won't recommend the game to anyone, yet giving no score, yet. If the game comes out fully, I will be giving my final verdict
here.

And to the final question; Do I think this is a game worth the price right now?

Absolutely not. For $10/10€, a game that is poorly made, broken, no content, bugs, and no optimization at all, I feel like the
Developer should atleast, release a Demo, so people can get a taste how the game is, then buy it, and with this, support the
developer on this game.

Atleast that's what I would hope, but let's be fair, everyone's hungry for money, right? I understand that you need everything to
make a game, but I've seen people creating Early Access games that were Free Access until it was released (Games like RAFT),
fully free, until the game is released, where if you buy it, that cash will go for more content as a 'Thanks!'. Can this game be an
excuse? Not really, and I am sad to say this... But this game is not worth at all, not even one buck, and... If you bought this game,
well... Good luck buddy.

Any questions about my review? Want to get in contact with me? Just add me on Steam and message me, and I will explain
more; Oh and for the Developer, a Special Message; You are free to add me, and message me if you want to talk to me about
my review. Hope to see you all!

. I liked the game very much. It has some little bugs, for example i dupliated a baby or the girl runs against a door and teleported
to you, please fix that the next time. In the end it was a very great game. I felt like I had no agency in this game. Anything I did
felt shoe-horned into the pre-written plot. And when I did do anything that felt like I was going to accomplish something and
really make my playthrough feel different and impactful, the game didn't reward me. At the beginning of the game, I was given
the options on how I wanted to pursue boosting my "powers". I decided on finding dad's old suit of armor. All game, I get little
snippets, getting ever so closer to getting it. Then boom, games done, no armor for you. Like how and why did you have me go
through all of those side missions then? So you could give it to me in the sequel? I don't want that. I worked for it in this game,
why would it make sense for me to get it in the next one? It just really rubs me the wrong way. Anyway, if you want a light
game that won't take you too much time and won't take too much input to complete, this is the game for you. If not, I've heard
Just Cause 3 is on sale for $5 right now. Might be the better purchase.

Edit: Further, I really don't like professor Hedonist. In the first game, he came across as kind of a creep. Like he felt like a
predator of young students. And he never pays for that because 'he's too good of a super'. Like no. He's a predator. He shouldn't
be a teacher. There should be some way to get rid of him. Instead the game tries to paint him in this light of 'oh, but he's a really
good super. Look, we can let him not feel guilty about leaving everyone behind to save his friend who will surely die.' Like no. I
don't care, you prey on kids you aren't redeemable.
Also, I realized I forgot a perfect example of how this game robs you of choice. Partners. For what felt like every time it came
time to become partners with someone for a major project, I had no say. I would always be intercepted, no matter what. I felt
like a passenger for so much of this game.. This is a short, simple, enjoyable game. It won't make you think too hard (it's quite
easy), but it's a fun, stress-free way to pass a little time (I completed the 40 levels in 15-20 minutes. If you're getting burned out
or too stressed from a challenging game and need a break, this may provide the needed relief.

Given the short playtime, I can't say I find it worth full-price, but definitely worth a sale price. If there were more levels and\/or
a level editor, I would be more inclined to accept full price.. I really wanted to like this game. The graphics and audio are
definitely very polished, it's a nice looking game. The problem is that the game is way too simple. Firstly you can only equip
about 6 or 7 items on your character. You can equip one weapon and a bunch of artifact type items that boost you. No armour or
anything to really customize your character like you can in other ARPG. You only get 2 primary attacks and then 4 skills which
are pre-bound to keys like E, F, and spacebar. You can level those abilities up but it just increases the damage by 5% each level
which is uninspired. As far as I can tell there's no actual skill tree here, you're stuck with the few limited skills that get handed to
you as you progress. Instead of designing a character like you do in other ARPGs the character dictates how you are going to
play it from the moment you start. Also, battles are nice and smooth but enemies just pop up out of the ground near you and
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then attack you in waves rather than having enemies spread out across levels already to encounter. When a wave of enemies
pops out you're basically stuck rapidly clicking to kill them all, walk a few more feet, rinse, repeat. Having to accumulate shards
to unlock new characters seems like a badly thought out game mechanic too. They should have just had all characters available
from the get go. It's like they are struggling to add depth to this game but are doing it in all the wrong ways. The game
mechanics seriously just feel downright lazy and the game quickly becomes boring. Diablo 2 which is a 19 year old game has far
superior game mechanics to this. Like I said at the start, I really really wanted to like this game but after playing a few hours I
just don't. Suggestions: First and foremost, you need some real skill trees where you can add points in to a myriad of skills per
character and can mix and match your use of them to develop different attack strategies. The current lazy approach of having a
handful of pre-assigned skills is horribly boring. You also need to just stop with the enemies popping up out of the ground and
spawning out of mid air. It is tedious and not fun at all having click-fest after click-fest as wave after wave magically pops up. It
honestly just feels like it was done to be lazy from a coding and level design standpoint. It's way easier to have a handful of
points on the map where waves of enemies pop out of thin air around the character than to have the enemies thoughtfully pre-
dispersed throughout each level. This game has a polished core but needs a major rework on the mechanics. It's unfortunate how
laziness has led to a thoroughly boring game. I regret spending almost $40 on this, it's not worth it at all in it's current form.
Virtually any other ARPG out there right now eats this one for breakfast (Diablo 2, Diablo 3, Torchlight, Torchlight II, Titan
Quest, Path of Exile, Van Helsing, Victor Vran, etc...). All of those have far superior game mechanics to this one.. Fun little
game, worth buying if on discout or as part of bundle. There's bonus chapter at the end of main game.
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Played a bit yesterday and really enjoyed the interacting mechanics and visual aesthetic. Hits almost all the marks of a great
local multiplayer game including a depth of systsem to explore, short replayable game loop and intense close-call moments.

The one thing this game lacks (and I fear that's the reason it won't be hugely successful) is a way to introduce new players to the
game quickly. It took my partner and I close to 30 minutes of playing soft-matches, just trying out the different mechanics and
asking each other how things work before we felt prepared to play a serious match. I enjoy the art and design ideas expressed in
the game a lot, but I'm hesitant to show of this game to friends at parties (where I most often play local multiplayer games)
because introducing all the mechanics is a frustrating, time-consuming process.. I am and avid fan of many genres of music.
Rock and Heavy Metal being my top. However I do like classical, even some country, techno and I love pop music and am
personally glad they finally decided to add some of the pop music genre. To be a great musician, you need to dabble in all the
genre pools. No matter how hard or easy. There is always different styles.
Thank you Ubisoft for bringing this out.. I'm a huge fan of Portal, Talos Principle, and Turing Test but I just didn't like this at
all. The narrator drove me nuts and I simply didn't like the mechanics of the game. It does have some nice imagery though..
More characters, more episodes, more fun. These are some of my favorite games of all time.. Come to the darkside my tiny
followers~

Love the art and the online mode!. Pretty good game, enjoyable.
Length is short but the art is pretty decent.
The only thing that annoyed me was that they'd add a "Lee" as the MC's last name even though players are allowed to rename
the MC.. Never played it but probably too dank for me.. Jittery, wobbly mouselook makes you feel drunk. Weird rendering
artifacts when going through some doorways. Long load times. These bugs have been around for months. Unpolished. Can't
recommend.
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